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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MODERN UNITED STATES CURRENCY
OFFERS DYNAMIC COLLECTING OPPORTUNITIES
Daniel Wishnatsky of Phoenix, AZ, the former owner of the celebrated Banana Note, has
announced the launching of a new website dedicated to the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing (BEP) Special Issues and modern currency rarities. Having identified and
profited from one of the most publicized, eye-catching and notorious errors to ever leave
a BEP facility, Wishnatsky has founded Currency America, LLC, which celebrates the
finest of BEP products, including BEP limited edition Special Issues and other modern
rarities.
Collectors have often expressed frustration and bewilderment as to the breadth and value
of BEP Special Issues and other modern paper money rarities. Current guides tend to
either ignore these issues or give them short shrift. Currency America will not only
provide a marketplace for these items, but also plans to publish formal guides to these
issues that includes descriptions, categories, population numbers, serial number ranges,
prices, special factors, and other pertinent information.
Currency America intends to provide collectors with the knowledge and insight to create
coherent and dynamic collections and to identify potentially compelling buying
opportunities. If history is any indication, it is only after a Guide has been issued in a
particular collecting area that enthusiasm coalesces and broader interest is triggered.
Modern currency is changing at its quickest pace in history because of the need by
governments to stay ahead of the technology and expertise available to counterfeiters.
As a result, this wave of new paper money offers modern collectors and collectors-to-be
an evolving landscape of exciting designs and Special Issues never before possible.
If you would like more information about Currency America, please visit our website
(http://www.currencyamerica.com) or contact us via email at info@currencyamerica.com
or toll free at 1-800-424-1800.

